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Thycotic is one of the world’s leading providers of Privileged Access

Management (PAM) solutions. In the last few years PAM has evolved

into a set of targeted technologies that addresses some of the most

urgent areas of business security in a period of rapid technological

change. Digital transformation, Cloud, and Hybrid IT environments are

putting new demands on PAM. Against this backdrop, Thycotic has

integrated three new Access Controller products into its portfolio of

PAM solutions to meet these challenges.
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1 Introduction

Digital transformation is no longer optional for businesses and organizations if they wish to stay

competitive and deliver greater value to customers. But as they seek to embrace the advantages

of Cloud, IoT, AI and Big Data projects across extended infrastructures, organizations need to be

aware of the cyber security, compliance and identity risks that digital transformation also creates.

While these risks are serious, they can be significantly reduced through intelligent, fit for purpose

and structured deployment of security solutions. As agile access and identity requests are a prime

characteristic of a successful digital environment it follows that one of the most important tools

to manage this securely is Privileged Access Management (PAM).  

Privileged Access Management (PAM) solutions are critical cybersecurity controls that address the

security risks associated with the use of privileged access in organizations and companies.

Traditionally, there are primarily two types of privileged users: 

1. Privileged Business Users - those who need access to sensitive data and information

assets such as HR records, payroll details, financial information or intellectual property,

and social media accounts.

2. Privileged IT Users – those who need access to the IT infrastructure supporting the

business. Such permissions are usually granted to IT admins who need access to system

accounts, software accounts or operational accounts.
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Figure 1: Advanced PAM features. As market demands have developed vendors have added more

functionality to their solutions.

Among the key challenges that drive the need for privilege management are:  

Abuse of shared credentials

Abuse of elevated privileges by unauthorized users

Hijacking of privileged credentials by cyber-criminals

Abuse of privileges on third-party systems

Accidental misuse of elevated privileges by users

The requirement to perform attestations on privileged users and admin accounts

Furthermore, there are several other operational, governance and regulatory requirements

associated with privileged access: 

Discovery of shared accounts, software, and service accounts across the IT infrastructure

Identifying and tracking of ownership of privileged accounts throughout their lifecycle

Establishing Single Sign-on sessions to target systems for better operational efficiency of

administrators

Auditing, recording, and monitoring of privileged activities for regulatory compliance
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Managing, restricting, and monitoring administrative access of IT outsourcing vendors

and MSPs to internal IT systems

Managing, restricting, and monitoring administrative access of internal users to cloud

services

In addition, organizations are now faced with tighter budget controls after the Covid-19 crisis

which also highlighted the need for secure access to SaaS applications and databases from home

offices or other remote locations. They need to balance cost, time to value and security for any

new IT investment. Users also need fast and easy access to applications, files, databases, and

servers which calls for greater attention paid to the design of the security and productivity balance

within PAM tools. 

In recent years, PAM solutions have become more sophisticated making them robust security

management tools. While credential vaulting, password rotation, privilege delegation and activity

monitoring are now more common, more advanced capabilities such as privileged user analytics,

risk-based session monitoring, advanced threat protection, and the ability to embrace PAM into

an enterprise governance program are the new standard to protect against today’s threats in

complex environments. 
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2 Product Description 

Thycotic provides a market-leading PAM solution which offers least privilege access to

applications and infrastructures. Following its acquisition in early 2020 of Onion ID, a smaller and

highly innovative PAM and IAM provider, it has now added three new Access Controller products. 

There are three Access Controller products. The Cloud Access Controller enforces Role-based User

Access Control (RBAC) on any SaaS application and management console. The Database Access

Controller enforces Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) and Least Privilege for all database access

while the Remote Access Controller allows any remote user, including employee or third-party

contractors, a secure, browser-based mechanism to access corporate resources. Taken together,

these provide support for the increasing number of users seeking access to privileged accounts in

modern digital environments that use cloud and Hybrid-IT environments.  

Cloud Access Controller

The new Cloud Access Controller is designed to address several privileged access security

challenges on SaaS-based web applications that lack native, granular RBAC controls. The Cloud

Access Controller solution allows Administrators to define what users can see and what actions

they can take within designated web applications. By leveraging native integration with directory

services, like Active Directory, security teams can define what specific elements of a web

application – like a ‘Reset Password’ button – should be visible and actionable to which specific

users and groups, allowing security teams to demonstrate least privilege across web applications.

This is particularly critical for legacy web applications that are mission-critical across different

teams – like Finance and Accounting – but lack the fine-grained permissions controls that would

normally be leveraged to define a user’s access.  

Most organizations are now using a range of SaaS-based applications, including collaboration

tools, across different business teams within the organization. Corporate Social Media is one

example of an application category that poses enormous security risk to the organization; master

passwords to sites like Twitter and Facebook are often shared among different internal employees

and external contractors, who are accessing the site from untrusted networks on untrusted

devices. Until recently, such applications fell outside the traditional PAM paradigm, but hijacking

of a corporate social media accounts, by exploiting a weak or stolen password, can cause

irreparable harm to an organization. The Cloud Access Controller eliminates these risk points by

not only controlling what a user can see and do within the browser, but also, by removing the

password from users’ access path altogether, forcing them to leverage Thycotic’s Bring-Your-Own-

MFA model for access. Administrators can define geo-proximity and location rules for particularly

high-risk users or applications, and provides session recording of web application sessions.  
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Thycotic’s new Access Controller products bring a new level of functionality to its existing

PAM solution with much needed controls designed to address the attendant security risks

posed by virtual workforces. As organizations look to adopt more cloud services soon,

enforcing more granular least privilege on any application that a user is touching will be a

growing security and compliance mandate.

In more fundamental areas of PAM, the Cloud Access Controller also addresses some existing

issues with IaaS and SaaS management consoles for AWS, Google Cloud, Azure and others. The

product allows Administrators to define privilege and permissions levels for sub users and groups

within the organization, without having to manually configure such rules within the management

consoles themselves. Over-privileges are a common occurrence for IT users accessing corporate

IaaS management consoles, leading to inadvertent unauthorized configuration changes and even

intentional abuse. The Cloud Access Controller also provides time-based access grants for users,

extending a Just-in-Time security model for better security and deeper compliance.  

At a reporting level, Thycotic’s product also provides a one-button reporting mechanism, so

administrators can quickly find out how many users have access to which applications and what

they can do within those applications. For organizations leveraging an SSO vendor for

authentication, Thycotic adds much-needed authorization and access controls to the equation.  

Remote Access Controller

Even prior to the 2020 COVID-19 epidemic, most organizations were increasingly adopting work-

from-home models for employees, contractors, vendors and other third parties. With virtual

workforces now a staple of most organizations for the foreseeable future, security teams will need

will need to enforce appropriate security controls for privileged IT and business users, who are

accessing corporate resources from untrusted home networks, and often from untrusted personal

devices. The Remote Access Controller allows enterprises to enable secure access to internally

owned web applications and services via secure MFA protocols and via a Virtual Desktop (VDI).

MFA is centralized within the application itself so not to be dependent on any licensing issues

with existing MFA providers – although third party MFA is supported via Duo, FIDO2 and Google

or Microsoft integration. Access security is further bolstered by Data Leak Protection (DLP)

controls that provide granular protection right down to switching off the copy and paste functions

in any application – on top of preventing download or duplication of files in privileged accounts.

Administrators are given the ability to change which applications or files end users can see and

interact with, based on role and user group. Browser access can be halted and isolated if access is

tried from untrusted networks and known infected devices to stop malware from moving sideways

across the enterprise.  
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Database Access Controller

The Database Access Controller brings database access to a single pane of glass interface for major

databases including Mongo, Redis, AWS RDS, Oracle, and MySQL. Layered Multi Factor

Authentication (MFA) is switched on by default for access to all databases. It is important that

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is protected for GDPR compliance purposes and only those

that need access are authorised to view. Thus, a key feature of the new Database Access Controller

is automatic redaction of PII in any database.  

For auditing and reporting, Database Access Controller can also record entire database access

sessions, provide time-based access, report and log actions, generate alerts and cut off

connections – all through built in reporting automation.  

Database Access Controller is being used in a variety of customer environments today – ranging

from Financial Services, Healthcare, and Cybersecurity / Technology sectors. For many clients, it is

being used to better secure database access of contractors and other third parties to fulfill certain

compliance criteria. Additionally, it is being used to secure database access for non-IT teams, like

Finance and Operations departments, who routinely access database systems that hold sensitive

corporate data.

Figure 2: An example of a reporting screen in Thycotic&#039;s Database Access Controller (source: Thycotic)
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3 Strengths and Challenges

Thycotic’s new Access Controller products bring a new level of functionality to its existing PAM

solution with much needed controls designed to address the attendant security risks posed by

virtual workforces. As organizations look to adopt more cloud services soon, enforcing more

granular least privilege on any application that a user is touching will be a growing security and

compliance mandate.  

The three Access Controller products all share an easy to use and configure UI for both end users

and administrators which is ideal for fast changing environments where users needing privileged

access are likely to increase and to change much more often. By focusing on cloud, databases and

general remote access, Thycotic has clearly thought that these areas are likely to become a

fulcrum of dynamic PAM development in the foreseeable future, as digital transformation

continues to take hold in an unpredictable post Covid 19 world.  

Secure, single pane of glass access will become a more common way for remote and on-

premises users to access enterprises resources, especially as organizations look to lower-

cost hardware (i.e., Chromebooks) or transition to more BYOD-models. This has the

added benefit of being much easier to manage. Overall, this is a very useful and timely

addition to the functionality of Thycotic’s PAM solution. 

PAM is no longer a static function, relegated to an IT team, to protect only the most high-risk IT

systems, like Windows, Unix and Linux servers. Privileged Users span departments and groups

within the organization and high-risk systems now include applications like Salesforce, Corporate

Social Media, accounting, and finance software, etc.  

The Access Controller products acknowledge the need to shift to role or task based privileged

access and duly make good use of RBAC for web applications. Moving from user to task based

access allows for better control of functions and protection of data in business-critical

applications. Thycotic also provides strong session recording of all web and cloud-based

application access for compliance purposes.  

Fine grained access control of activity is also a plus in this set of tools. For administrators and

compliance officers, the one button report generation of activity will be a welcome boost -- as

part of routine checks or complete audits of privileged account usage. The provision of an

integrated MFA tool will appeal to those organizations who do not wish to configure a separate
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MFA.  

The Remote Access Controller stands out for its use of virtual desktop technology to provide users

with privileged access to files, applications, and databases. Secure, single pane of glass access will

become a more common way for remote and on-premises users to access enterprises resources,

especially as organizations look to lower-cost hardware (i.e., Chromebooks) or transition to more

BYOD-models. This has the added benefit of being much easier to manage. Overall, this is a very

useful and timely addition to the functionality of Thycotic’s PAM solution. 

Strengths

Excellent interface design and admin tools

Available as standalone products, with integration into other Thycotic solutions

Brings PAM capabilities to areas not normally considered as part of the PAM universe, web

applications and social media for example

The software design has really thought about ease of use and making PAM suitable for digital

and agile environments

Plug in MFA and SSO capability for legacy cloud and web applications reduces deployment time

and development costs

UX consistent with Thycotic’s leadership for usability in the PAM space

Challenges

The Database Access Controller may cause disruption to users existing workflows, requiring

more training

Fine grained control of documents such as copy and paste disable is secure but could lead to

frustration by some end users
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KuppingerCole Analysts support IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT

strategies and in relevant decision-making processes. As a leading analyst ompany, KuppingerCole

provides first-hand vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and

secure in taking decisions essential to your business. 

KuppingerCole, founded back in 2004, is a global, independent analyst organization

headquartered in Europe. We specialize in providing vendor-neutral advice, expertise, thought

leadership, and practical relevance in Cybersecurity, Digital Identity & IAM (Identity and Access

Management), Cloud Risk and Security, and Artificial Intelligence, as well as for all technologies

fostering Digital Transformation. We support companies, corporate users, integrators and software

manufacturers in meeting both tactical and strategic challenges and make better decisions for the

success of their business. Maintaining a balance between immediate implementation and long-

term viability is at the heart of our philosophy.

For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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